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»Gomezz« Drummer’s Throne
Why does K&M call the new drummer’s throne »Gomezz«?

Gomezz is the drummer and founder member of one of Germany’s most successful
rock bands, Reamonn. The band has made a name for itself with songs that include
Supergirl, Star and Strong.

K&M has been supporting the band since 2003 by providing stands and accessories.
It is important for König & Meyer not only to sponsor the band but also to have direct
contact with professional musicians so we have a precise idea of the needs and
requirements for the development of optimal equipment.

It was on a suggestion made by Gomezz that led us to design a completely new kind
of drummer’s throne to include special features.

Initial discussions between Gomezz and the designers at K&M took place in early
2005. Gomezz was especially keen to have a stable throne because of the high
position he always sits at while performing. The usual drum stools with spindle
height adjustment were always too wobbly and this led the designers at K&M to
come up with the idea for a completely new and unique height adjustment
mechanism using extra fine notches at 10 mm steps with a pull-button and user-
friendly clamping lever.

Gomezz was also interested in seeing a well-upholstered and highly comfortable
seat. Working in close collaboration with our designers, Gomezz tested out a range
of designs before giving his final approval. The final result was a large seat in the
shape of a saddle upholstered in such a way as to reduce pressure on the thighs.

The seating cover is made of high quality imitation leather with a ridged surface to
reduce sweating during long sessions. The saddle can be clamped into position
and/or turned using the clamping mechanism. It can also be detached and the whole
throne folds flat for transportation.

Gomezz also requested a spikes set to prevent the throne moving, in addition to a
tuning key holder and the option of attaching a ButtKicker. K&M delivered all this. As
an optional extra, spikes can be screwed into the large rubber end caps. A tuning
key holder can be mounted on the bottom side of the seat for ease of access. The
bottom side of the seat has four sockets so a ButtKicker can be easily attached
when required.

This drummer’s throne is the first of its kind and was made using only the best
materials and the finest manufacturing techniques. The tubing has a high chrome
finish while every component is user-friendly and ergonomically designed. The
»Gomezz« Drummer’s Throne is extremely durable and will provide many years
service.

We would like to thank Gomezz once again for his support and wish him and
Reamonn every success with their new CD, Wish, and their concert tour.
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